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Abstract
The conundrum parameter-operator of time in quantum mechanics
(QM), as well as the time-energy uncertainty relation and the tunneling
delay time, have recently been addressed in attosecond optical ioniza-
tion experiments. The parameter status of time in the time dependent
Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE) is supported by the well-known Pauli’s ob-
jection as well as by its interpretation as an emerging property of entangle-
ment with a classical environment. On the other hand, the introduction
of a self-adjoint dynamical time operator in Dirac’s formulation of elec-
tron’s relativistic quantum mechanics (RQM), yields an additional system
observable that represents an internal time. In the present paper the re-
lation of this internal time with the parametric (laboratory) time and its
relevance to the tunneling measurements in these experiments is examined
within the standard framework of RQM.
Keywords: tunneling photoionization; time operator; time-energy un-
certainty relation; relativistic quantum mechanics
PACS: 03.65.-w ; 03.65.Ca ; 03.65.Pm; 32.80.Fb
1 Introduction
The conundrum parameter-operator of time in quantum mechanics (QM), as well
as the time-energy uncertainty relation and the tunneling delay time, have re-
cently been addressed again in the development of attosecond optical ionization
experiments[1, 2]. The tunneling phenomenon, one of the earliest theoretical
successes of QM, has been extensively debated in relation to the question of the
time the particle spends in the barrier region. This has given rise to alternative
definitions of tunneling times but has not been definitively resolved[3, 4]. On
the other hand, the technical development of attosecond pulses of extreme ul-
taviolet radiation has allowed photionization processes where a tunneling delay
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time can be measured and compared to theoretical predictions, although using
a time-energy uncertainty relation associated with the commutation relation
rightfully objected by Pauli[3, 5, 6, 7].
Indeed the existence of a time-energy uncertainty relation analogue to the
position-momentum one, conjectured by Heisenberg early on, faced from the
start Pauli’s objection to the existence of a time operator, to quote[8, p.63]:
”...from the C.R. written above (cf. [t,H ] = iℏ) it follows that H possesses con-
tinously all eigenvalues from −∞ to +∞, whereas on the other hand, discrete
eigenvalues of H can be present. We, therefore, conclude that the introduction
of an operator t is basically forbidden and the time t must necessarily be consid-
ered as on ordinary number (”c” number) in Quantum Mechanics”. In the time
dependent Schro¨dinger equation (TDSE) time appears as a parameter, not an
operator[8, 9]. This led to a variety of alternative proposals for a time-energy
uncertainty relation and an extensive discussion of time in quantum mechanics
throughout several decades[10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. Pauli’s argument, sustained
also by the fact that the system’s stability requires the energy to have a finite
minimum, is still subject of current research, as well as the existence and mean-
ing of a time-energy uncertainty relation[16, 17]. The undisputed experimental
corroboration of Schro¨dinger’s equation supports the interpretation of the pa-
rameter t as the laboratory time. Its presence in the dynamical evolution of
microscopical systems (TDSE) has been atributed to the entanglement of these
systems with a macroscopic classical environment[18].
Recently however, it has been shown that Dirac’s formulation of electron’s
relativistic quantum mechanics (RQM) does allow the introduction of a dynam-
ical time operator that is self-adjoint[19]. Consequently, it can be considered
an additional system observable representing an internal time, and proven to
be subject to an uncertainty relation that circumvents Pauli’s objection. In the
present paper it is shown that it provides an equal footing of time and space
in the analysis of the attosecond optical ionization processes, as suggested in
Ref.61. These aspects are examined within the standard framework of RQM.
The definition and main properties of the proposed time operator are recalled in
Section 2. In Section 3 the ensuing time-energy uncertainty relation is derived.
It is also compared in Appendix A to the Mandelstam-Tamm formulation exten-
sively addressed in the discussion of tunneling. Section 4 develops its application
to the attosecond optical ionization processes. Section 5 advances conclusions
and possible developments.
2 The dynamical time operator in RQM
A dynamical self-adjoint ”time operator”
Tˆ = α.ˆr/c+βτ0 (1)
1In this respect, Dodonov’s quoted paper (Ref.4 in Ref. 6) , that claims that no unambigous
and generally accepted results have been obtained so far, refers only to the present author
paper of 1983 (Ann.Phys. 150, 1 (1983) ), but not to the 2014 paper[19] that introduces the
dynamical time operator.
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has been introduced[19] in analogy to the Dirac free particle Hamiltonian HˆD =
cα.pˆ+βm0c
2 , where αi(i = 1, 2, 3) and β are the 4×4 Dirac matrices, satisfying
the anticonmutation relations:
αiαj + αjαi = 2δij αiβ + βαi = 0 β
2 = 1 (2)
τ0 represents in principle an internal property of the sysytem, to be determined.
In the Heisenberg picture, using the relations[20, 21, 22]:
α(t) = α(0) + {α(0)−cpˆ/HˆD}{exp(−2iHˆDt/ℏ)− 1} (3)
β(t) = β(0) + {β(0)−m0c
2/HˆD}{exp(−2iHˆDt/ℏ)− 1} (4)
rˆ(t) = rˆ(0) + (c2pˆ/HˆD)t+ i(cℏ/2HˆD){exp(−2iHˆDt/ℏ)− 1} (5)
the time evolution of the time operator is given by:
Tˆ (t) = α(t).ˆr(t)/c+β(t)τ0 =
= α(0).ˆr(0)/c+ β(0)τ0 +α(0).(c
2pˆ/HˆD)t+ oscillating terms
= Tˆ (0) + (cpˆ/HˆD)
2t+ oscillating terms (6)
where use has been made of:
cα(0).(cpˆ/HˆD) =
[
drˆ
dt
]
t=0
.(cpˆ/HˆD) = (cpˆ/HˆD)
2 + oscillating terms (7)
Thus Tˆ (t) exhibits a linear dependence on t with a superimposed oscillation
(Zitterbewegung), as occurs with the time development of the position operator
rˆ(t).
In this formulation, τ0 plays the role of an invariant quantity in the (r, τ )
space, i.e., τ20 = τ
2−(r/c)2, asm0c
2 plays in the (p, E) space, namely (m0c
2)2 =
E2 − (cp)2. To mantain the fundamental indeterminacy modulo n2pi (n an
integer) in the phase of the complex eigenfunctions one has to set, for n = 1:
τ0 = 2pi~/ < β > ε = h/m0c
2 (8)
This is the de Broglie period[23, 24]. Together with the Compton wave length,
it sets a unified spacetime Compton scale that limits the wave packets width in
space and time before negative energy and negative time components (particle
and antiparticle) occur significantly. Moreover, it supports the existence of an
internal property, the de Broglie clock with a period τ0 = h/m0c
2[25, 26, 27].
It is now important to note that in the non relativistic energies case
〈
HˆD
〉
≃
m0c
2 , one has, neglecting oscillating terms in Eq.6:
〈
Tˆ (t2)
〉
−
〈
Tˆ (t1)
〉
≃ (vgp/c)
2(t2 − t1) (9)
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Thus dynamical (internal) intervals are contracted with respect to parametric
(external) intervals.
On the other hand, in the case of ultra relativistic energies,
〈
HˆD
〉
≃ cp and
Eq.6 yields: 〈
Tˆ (t2)
〉
−
〈
Tˆ (t1)
〉
≃
〈
(cp/cp)2
〉
(t2 − t1) = t2 − t1 (10)
Dynamical (internal) intervals coincide with parametric (external) intervals.
Finnaly, the time operator, being self-adjoint, is the generator of conti-
nous momentum displacements, and thus indirectly of continous energy dispal-
cements within the positive and the negative energy branches, but not across
the energy gap. In this way Pauli’s objection is circumvented.
3 The time-energy uncertainty relation
The time operator and the Dirac Hamiltonian satisfy the commutaion relation[19]:
[Tˆ , HˆD] = i~{I + 2βK}+ 2β{τ0HˆD −m0c
2Tˆ} (11)
where K = β(2s.l/~2 + 1) is a constant of motion[20]. In the usual manner an
uncertainty relation follows, namely:
(∆T )(∆HD) ≥ (~/2) |1 + 2 < βK >| = (3~/2)
∣∣∣∣1 + 43
〈
s.l/~2
〉∣∣∣∣ (12)
where ∆T =
√〈
Tˆ 2
〉
−
〈
Tˆ
〉2
and ∆H =
√〈
HˆD2
〉
−
〈
HˆD
〉2
.
To be noted is that the uncertainty of the present time operator is related
to the uncertainty in position ∆r , in the same way as the energy uncertainty
is related to the momentum uncertainty ∆p. Indeed:
(∆T )2 =
〈
Tˆ 2
〉
−
〈
Tˆ
〉2
=
〈
rˆ2/c2 + τ20
〉
−
〈
Tˆ
〉2
=
= {(∆r)2 + 〈rˆ〉
2
}/c2 + τ20 − {〈α.ˆr)/c+βτ0〉
2
} =
= (∆r)2/c2 + τ20(1− 〈β〉
2
) + (〈rˆ〉
2
− 〈α.ˆr〉
2
)/c2 − 2τ0 〈α.ˆr)/c〉 〈β〉
Thus:
∆T ' ∆r/c (13)
and similarly:
(∆HD)
2 =
〈
Hˆ2D
〉
−
〈
HˆD
〉2
= c2
〈
pˆ2
〉
+ (m0c
2)2 −
〈
HˆD
〉2
= c2{(∆p)2 + 〈pˆ〉
2
}+ (m0c
2)2 −
〈
HˆD
〉2
' c2(∆p)2 (14)
Then
(∆T )(∆HD) ' (∆r)(∆p) ≥(3~/2) (15)
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The association of ∆T with ∆r , and of ∆HD with ∆p , corresponds to Bohr’s
interpretation: the width of a wave packet, complementary to its momentum
dispersion and thus to its energy dispersion, measures the uncertainty in the
time of passage at a point of the trajectory.
In the presence of potentials dependent only on position, e.g., Coulomb type
potentials, the above result is maintained as:
[Tˆ , HˆD + V (rˆ)] = [Tˆ , HˆD] (16)
and the same uncertainty relation will follow.If in addition there is spherical
symmetry, the initial position and momentum expectation values vanish, i.e.
〈r〉 = 0 and 〈p〉 = 0 . Then Eqs.13 and 14 become:
(∆T )2 = (∆r)2/c2 + τ20(1− 〈β〉
2
) ≧ (∆r)2/c2
(∆HD)
2 = c2(∆p)2 + (m0c
2)2(1− 〈β〉
2
) ≧ c2(∆p)2
4 Tunneling time in attosecond optical ioniza-
tion
The sudden onset of a laser pulse opens the electron bound state at energy
E0 = −Ip to tunneling through a barrier created by an effective potential in the
direction of the pulse polarization, modelled as[3, 7, 6]:
Veff = −
Zeffe
|r|
− F.r (17)
The first term is the binding Coulomb potential and the second is the dipole
interaction with a pulse of maximum intensity F . The barrier width dB in the
radial direction, say x,of the electric field, is given by the difference between
the entrance xe,− and exit xe,+ points of the barrier (Fig.1 of Ref. ), i.e., the
solutions to the equation:
−
Zeffe
x
− Fx = −Ip
yielding:
dB(F )
.
= {xe,+ − xe,−} = (Ip/F )
√
1− 4ZeffeF/I2p (18)
as given in Eq.13 of Ref.6.
As shown in Section 3 above, the minimum time uncertainty for spherical
symmetry is:
∆T = ∆r/c =
〈
r2
〉1/2
/c (19)
where integration is carried over all directions. If now one assumes that the
tunnelig internal time τ¯T in one direction is equal to (1/4pi)∆T and that the
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time uncertainty is of the order of the time uncertainty associated with the
barrier width (δr = dB(F )), one concludes that for a single direction the internal
tunneling time is given by:
τ¯T ≈ (1/4pi)dB(F )/c (20)
i.e., τ¯T is proportional to the time it would take a photon to traverse the barrier
width. Then from Eq.17, the laboratory tunneling time in the non relativistic
regime is given by:
ΥT ≈ τ¯T /(vgp/c)
2 ≈ {(1/4pi)dB(F )/c}/(vgp/c)
2 ≫ τ¯T (21)
There is thus a linear relation between laboratory tunneling time and barrier
width, as has been experimentally obtained (Fig.3(d) of Ref.2).
The enhancing factor between internal and (laboratory) parameter times
can be evaluated as follows. Ref.2 reports an electron tunneling time of 40 as
for a barrier width of 13 a.u. = 6.88 A˚ . This gives a tunneling velocity vgp =
6.88
40
× 1010 cm/s , and a ratio 1/(vgp/c)
2 = 304.22. . It follows then:
ΥT ≈ (1/4pi)304.22[dB(F )/c]
For a barrier width of 20 a.u. = 10.58 A˚ one obtains:
ΥT ≈ (1/4pi)304.22[dB(F )/c] = 24.22× (10.58/3) as = 85.4 as (22)
while for a barrier width of 8 a.u. = 4.233 A˚ one obtains:
ΥT ≈ (1/4pi)304.22[dB(F )/c] = 24.22× (4.233/3) as = 34.2 as (23)
These value compare well with the experimental results shown in Fig.3(d) of
Ref.2. The straight line joining these values has a slightly different slope of that
of the FPI (Feynman Path Integral) quantum mechanical result, but falls within
the experimental uncertainties.
The dependence on the field intensity is obtained using Eq.18, namely:
ΥT ≈ (1/4pi)[(Ip/F )
√
1− 4ZeffeF/I2p ]/c(vgp/c)
2 (24)
which gives the observed shape of the dependence of the barrier width on the
field intensity (Fig.3(b) of Ref.2).
5 Conclusion
The dynamical time operator provides a straightforward explanation within
standard RQM of the tunneling times measured in the photoionization exper-
iments. As an observable, it introduces an internal time in addition to the
parameter (laboratory) time in the TDSE that has been shown to be an emer-
gent property arising from the entanglement of a microscopic system with a
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classical environment in an overall closed time independent system, this prop-
erty being apparent only to an internal observer[18, 28]. There is no conumdrum
parameter-operator of time in quantum mechanics, as both times are seen to play
a role in RQM. Also predicted is an enhancement at low energies between in-
ternal and laboratory tunneling times that fits the measurements in attosecond
optical ionization experiments.
Based on the position observable, the time operator is expected to exhibit
a Zitterbewegung behaviour about its linear dependence on t. As occurs with
the position one, its observation is beyond current technical possibilities. How-
ever it may be observable in systems that simulate Dirac’s Hamiltonian, where
position Zitterbewegung has allready been exhibited experimentally[29, 30, 31].
A corresponding time operator can be constructed in each case and perhaps its
properties may be exhibited in similar experiments.
Finally, general relativity accords a dynamical behaviour to space-time,
firmly confirmed recently by the detection of gravitational waves. As a dy-
namical time is definitively incompatible with a time parameter, this becomes
from the start a fundamental ”problem of time” in quantum gravity[32, 33, 34].
Whether the time operator here introduced has a relevance in this subject, is a
venue to be considered[35].
6 Appendix A: Mandelstam-Tamm time-energy
uncertainty relation
As an observable, the time operator can be subject to the Mandelstam-Tamm
(MT) formulation of a time-energy uncertainty relation within standard QM[22,
p.319], to wit: any observable A represented by a self-adjoint operator Aˆ not
explicitly dependent on time, satisfies the dynamical equation:
(i~)
d
dt
< Aˆ >=< [Aˆ, Hˆ] > (25)
From the commutator [Aˆ, Hˆ] it follows that the uncertainties defined ∆Aˆ and
∆Hˆ satisfy the relation:
(∆Aˆ)(∆Hˆ) ≥ (1/2) |< [Aˆ, Hˆ ] >|= (1/2)
∣∣∣∣ ddt < Aˆ >
∣∣∣∣ (26)
Then, associated to any system observable Aˆ , a related time uncertainty is
defined as:
∆Tˆmt
Aˆ
=
∆Aˆ
| ddt < Aˆ >|
(27)
From Eqs. 17 and 18, it then follows that:
(∆Tˆmt
Aˆ
)(∆Hˆ) ≥ (~/2) (28)
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This is the Mandelstam-Tamm time-energy uncertainty relation. ∆Tˆmt
Aˆ
can be
interpreted as ”the time required for the center
〈
Oˆ
〉
of this distribution to be
displaced by an amount equal to its width ∆Aˆ”[22].
Now let Aˆ be the dynamical time operator Tˆ = (α.r)/c+ βτ0. Then, from
Eq. 20 and Eq.12, one obtains:
∆Tmt
Tˆ
≈
∆Tˆ
|〈I + 2βK〉|
(29)
It follows that:
∆Tˆ
|〈I + 2βK〉|
(∆HˆD) ≥ (~/2) (30)
or
(∆Tˆ )(∆HˆD) ≥ (~/2) |〈I + 2βK〉| = (3~/2)
∣∣∣∣1 + 43
〈
s.l/~2
〉∣∣∣∣ =
= (3~/2)
∣∣∣∣1 + 23
〈
(j2 − l2 − s2)/~2
〉∣∣∣∣ ≥ 3~/2) (31)
In the non relativistic limit
〈
HˆD
〉
≃ m0c
2, neglecting the oscillating terms,
Eq.3 yields:
〈
Tˆ (t)
〉
≃
〈
Tˆ (0)
〉
+
〈
(cp/m0c
2)2
〉
t+ ... =
〈
Tˆ (0)
〉
+ (vgp/c)
2t (32)
Thus:
d < Tˆ >
dt
=
〈
(cp/m0c
2)2
〉
= (vgp/c)
2
and
∆Tmt
Tˆ
≃
∆Tˆ
(vgp/c)2
≫ ∆Tˆ (33)
as vgp << c. The Mandelstam-Tamm uncertainty associated with the observ-
able Tˆ overestimates largely the internal time standard uncertainty.
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